SAP QUALTRICS DIGITAL CX

Breakthrough in digital
with Qualtrics & Sybit
Increase customer satisfaction and revenue across all digital channels with expertise from
Sybit combined with the leading Experience Management platform. Understand the end-to-end
experience, identify experience gaps, and have the power to take the right action.

The insights are resulting
in real business outcomes
like increased online visitor
satisfaction (due to 66% fewer
popups), increased NPS,
increased conversion rates, and
incremental revenue streams.
Fortune 500
technology company

ULTIMATE LISTENING SYSTEM
Real-time listening across every digital touchpoint. Collect
solicited and unsolicited customer signals in a nondisruptive manner, from the right customers, at the right
time
PREDICTIVE INTELLIGENCE AND ANALYTICS
Instantly surface experience gaps and key business drivers.
Use AI to find insights hidden deep in open-text responses
with sentiment scores, trends, and automated alerts
ACTIONS AND WORKFLOWS
Embed insights across digital teams and make CX part of
their daily routine through integration with the tools they
already use

ACCELERATE DIGITAL CX
EXCELLENCE
From designing your new program, to migrating an existing
program, to deployment and ongoing management, you’ll
have access to a team of digital experts from Sybit to
partner on the best solutions. Together, we’ll ensure that
your digital CX program is a success.

ACHIEVE BREAKTHROUGHS WITH
QUALTRICS CUSTOMER XM FOR DIGITAL

Ǩ

Optimize conversion of key
moments in the digital journey

Ǩ

Improve effectiveness of digital
content

Ǩ

Drive usage and uptake of new digital
products and services

Ǩ

Optimize the in-app experience to
improve app store conversions

A PURPOSE-BUILT DIGITAL CX PLATFORM
Ǩ
Ǩ

Design, build and deploy responsive creatives through

Ǩ

role-based dashboards and see the actions that will

Listen to customers at every stage of their journey

have the biggest impact

through web, mobile app, or chat, and identify

Ǩ

insights into how to improve the digital experience
Ǩ

Access breakthrough insights through intuitive

a drag-and-drop studio - no coding required

Give context to your experience data with precision

Optimize your in-app experience and app store
ranking with a lightweight mobile SDK

Ǩ

Surface actionable insights across the

targeting in addition to integrations with leading

organization. Prioritize and take action on the

digital analytics tools such as SAP Analytics Cloud,

areas that will drive the highest business impact

Google Analytics, Adobe Analytics, Full Story and more

Ready to see more? — Book your demo
Contact sales@sybit.de

